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ABSTRACT: Intrusion detection system (IDS) is software application which monitors system or network to detect the 
suspicious activities and abnormal behaviors of users in that network. IDS is classifying in two categories host based 
intrusion detection system(HIDS) and network based intrusion detection system (NIDS). NIDS monitor the network 
traffic in the system to detect the various kinds of attacks. NIDS contain two analysis strategy, one is rule based or 
misuse detection analysis strategy and other is anomaly based intrusion detection analysis strategy. Rule based 
detection technique unable to detect novel attack because of rules are encoded manually as per the experts knowledge 
so that if the rule are not encoded for particular attack then the attack can not be detect. In network security anomaly 
detection analysis strategy is used to detect novels attacks. The machine learning technique will be increase the attacks 
detection accuracy. This paper present survey of NIDS by applying supervised and unsupervised machine learning 
methods to find out the anomaly in network 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In network security the major goal of network intrusion detection system is identify the various kinds of attacts in real 
time by both system external and insiders penetrators. The network system should be contain data confidentiality and 
communication intigrity against the denial of service, probing, root to local and user to root attacks.The high growth of 
internet use in today's life also raise the concern to safe network from various kind of attacks. The network security 
become a very important than the traditional system. The many security technologies is introduced but the there are 
various undetected threats are present in the network that disrupt the privacy. 
 
Intrusion Detection System(IDS) :  
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is software application which monitors system or network to detect the suspicious 
activities and abnormal behaviors of users in that network. IDS is classifying in two categories host based intrusion 
detection system(HIDS) and network based intrusion detection system (NIDS). 
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Fig: Intrusion Detection system 
 

The above figure shows the simple overview of intrusion detection system. 
 
1. Host Based Intrusion Detection (HIDS): 
Host Based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) is capable to analyzing and monitoring computer system or network 
packet on network. It work similar to the network based intrusion detection system but difference in HIDS and NIDS is 
the HIDS is only install on certain intersection point such as routers , servers while NIDS is install on every host 
machine. 
 
2. Network Based Intrusion Detection system (NIDS): 
Intrusion detection system is  monitor the network traffic in the system to detect the various kinds of attacks in 
network. Network based intrusion detection system contain two techniques one is rule based detection technique and 
other is anomaly based detection technique. 
 
2.1. Rule Based: 
Rule based technique is used to discovers known attacks and it unable to detect unknown attacks in network. In the rule 
based technique traffic of network is very huge so that the process of the manually encoded rules is very slow and 
expensive. Cyber security professionals and experts are needed to change or modify the rules manually by using the 
rule driven languages 
 
2.2 Anomaly Based: 
Anomaly detection technique is used to detect the known and unknown attacks while to overcome  limitations of rule 
based technique, anomaly based detection technique is used. Anomaly based detection technique play very important 
role to detct unknown attacks. The anomaly detection accuracy can be increses by using the machine learning 
technique. 
 
Machine Learning: 
Machine learning is a subtype of artificial intelligence in the computer science area that are used statistical technique to 
assign  computers ability to learn with data. Machine learning classified into two broad categories, 
1. Supervised learning 
2. Unsupervised learning 
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II. SUPERVISED LEARNING FOR INTRUSION DETECTION 
 
Supervised learning method is also called classification method which required the dataset that contain the labeled 

data containing the both normal and intrusion samples to construct the NIDS predictive model. Basically the supervised 
learning method gives the better detection accuracy than the semi supervised learning method and unsupervised 
method. There are various kind of supervised algorithm can be use to detect attacks in networks such as  support vector 
machine(SVM), supervised neural network, bayesian networks, k-Nearest neighbors, and decision tree. 

 
1. Support Vector Machine(SVM): 
Support vector machine is the supervised learning that can analyze or perform pattern recognition and regression 
analysis task. Support vector machine is widely used for multi class classification by finding hyper-plane of training 
data set. The multi class support vector machine can be construct the multiple classes at the training time. 

 
2. Supervised Neural Network(NN): 
The neural network can predict the users abnormal behavior in the system. Neural network with proper implementation 
have the ability to address various problems which are encountered by the misuse or rule based technique. NNs have 
the ability to conclude the solution from the dataset without having the prior knowledge of that dataset. The NNs 
approach can be apply to intrusion detection, the dataset contain the normal and attacks data NNs is used to 
automatically introduced attacks during the training phase.   

 
3. Bayesian Network (BN): 
In Bayesian network two type of learning possible one is parameter learning and other is structure learning. The 
structure learning constructing the structure of the graph which can be gives the dependencies between variables. The 
parameter learning required an previously already defined structure of the graph. Parameter learning can be find only 
accurate parameters of the conditional and prior probabilities. Parameter learning is useful if the data is insufficient, it 
allows to change or modify already presented parameters values. 

 
4. K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN): 
K-Nearest neighbors algorithm is supervised learning algorithm can be used for the classification which is mainly 
based on k-nearest neighbor category. The k-NN calculate the approximately distance between input vectors and gives 
the unlabeled data point to class of the k-NN. In the use of k-NN classifier let ‘k’ is the very important parameter. For 
example if the ‘k’ is huge then the neighbors which are used for prediction will be require large classification time and 
it will also affect the accuracy of prediction. 

 
5. Decision Tree: 
Decision tree is the supervised learning classification technique which is basically used for classification and prediction 
of attacks in network  intrusion detection system. The decision tree is nothing but the tree which is contained three 
important components such as nodes, arcs and leaves. The each node in the decision tree labeled with feature attributes, 
each arc is labeled with features value. And each leaf is labeled with class or category. The decision tree is starting 
classification from the root and moving toward until leaf node is reached. C4.5 and ID3 are the implementation of the 
decision tree. 

III. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING FOR INTRUSION DETECTION 
 
Unsupervised intrusion detection technique do not neet of training data. Basically they are based on the two rules or 
assumptions. First one , they assume most of connections in network are normal traffic and very small amount of traffic 
is malicious or abnormal. And other assumption is they anticipate that abnormal traffic is statistically different from 
normal traffic. According to this rule data group of similar instances which seen frquently are supposed to be normal 
traffic. While infrequently instances assumed maliciou. There are various unsupervised learning algorithms such as  K-
Means, clustering technique, one-class support vector machine, C-means, unsupervised niche clustering. 
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1. K-Means: 
K-means algorithm is the unsupervised learning algorithm which is traditionally clustering algorithm. K-means  
algorithm devides the data into k cluster and also keep attention that the data in the cluster has the similar properties. K-
means technique firstly select ‘K’ data random in initial cluster and after that remaining data add to that cluster with 
similarity according to its distance toward the center of cluster. The K-means algorithm is play very important role in 
the intrusion detection. K-mean reduce the noise in dthe dataset by dividing clusters. 
 
2. Clustering Techniques: 
Basically clustering technique work in group of data into clusters, according to similarity there are two approaches of 
clustering based on  the intrusion detection. First approach contained the intrusion detction model trained by using 
unlabeled data that consist of attack traffic and normal traffic. Second approach contained intrusion detection model 
trained by using only normal data.             

IV. CONCLUSION  
 
Machine learning have become considerable attention in network based intrusion detection to overcome rule based 
detection technique. The main motive of this survey is increasing the attacks detection accuracy by reducing the false 
positive rate. This paper proposes a overview of network based intrusion detection system using the various machine 
learning techniques.  
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